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Looking south past Government House (left) to North Terrace in 1865 – Adelaide is
already taking shape as a well-planned city

Engineering A City
The SA Division of Engineers Australia joined with the Adelaide City
Council to produce this booklet to mark the 90th anniversary of EA in
2009. Now, we are five years from our centenary year and this is our third
reprint. We are delighted to have this opportunity to present stories of our
engineering heritage for residents and visitors alike.
Our City’s early days are brought to life again by a number of walks
which you can explore at your own pace.
Engineers continue to transform the City. The new Riverbank Footbridge
– with its elegant frames and sleek glass walls – crosses the River Torrens
a dozen metres from the site of the first bridge, a humble structure of wood
and stone which provided a vital crossing of the river in 1839. While the
materials and methods have changed extraordinarily, the basic role of the
engineer hasn’t – providing solutions that benefit our communities and
leave a lasting legacy for generations to come.
Dr Cristian Birzer MIEAust
President SA Division, Engineers Australia
Adelaide City Council is pleased to support the reprint of the ever popular
“Engineering a City” by Engineers Australia.
The work of engineers is essential in the development of cities and Adelaide
is no exception. This booklet covers many aspects of our City’s life in which
engineers have played a starring role.
As we look to the future of Adelaide and enact our vision of a vibrant,
prosperous and sustainable city, it is vital that we respect our history, adapt
our learnings and preserve our heritage.
“Engineering a City” provides a great opportunity to explore and celebrate
our City’s rich heritage and its engineering gems. There really is a story
around every corner and I hope you enjoy discovering them.
Stephen Yarwood
Lord Mayor, City of Adelaide
Launched in November 2009 to mark the 90th anniversary of Engineers Australia,
this booklet is continually revised as the City changes and as new information comes
to light. We are grateful for the continuing sponsorship of the Adelaide City Council
and also thank the South East City Residents Association for their support of the
revisions to the second reprint in 2011, the State’s 175th year.
For more information about the engineering heritage of Adelaide, please visit
www.engineersaustralia.org.au/south-australia-division/engineering-heritage-sa
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Light’s Vision
Adelaide has the benefit of having its layout planned before any
construction commenced. The credit for the City’s design belongs
to Colonel William Light who could be considered Adelaide’s first
practising engineer. His survey started from the north-west corner of the
City [W14] on 11 January 1837. Light’s statue [W6] overlooks Adelaide from
Montefiore Hill; he is buried in the city square which bears his name.
With the streets planned and fixed on paper, buildings of local brick and
stone soon appeared, giving the City a substantial appearance from its
earliest days. Many of these are still standing today.
Now that Adelaide’s streets are lined with retail and commercial
enterprises and a growing residential sector, it’s hard to imagine that
manufacturing and heavy industry once shared the streets and squares.
For many years, however, everything the settlers needed was concentrated
in the City of Adelaide – foundries, factories and fellmongers were
established next to homes, shops and offices. The red fumes and fires of
the furnaces would have been visible to the city dwellers – it must have
been a fascinating place. We’re sure you’ll find it still is!
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Ron Stewien, Geoff Sandford, Ian Greig, Mark Gilbert, Colin Deed,
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One of the key reasons for choosing the site of
Adelaide was the supply of water available from
the River Torrens. Energetic citizens filled their
own barrels and dragged them home. Others
sunk wells in their yards or collected rainwater
from their roofs but the shingle tiles and
wooden gutters stained the water and made it
unsuitable for drinking.
Most people relied on water carters who
delivered to their door. The principal place for
filling carts was near the ford about halfway
between King William and Morphett Streets.
Unfortunately, the Torrens soon became the
city’s rubbish dump and sewer (see Section 9)
and the water being consumed was significantly
polluted. Carts also had to enter the river to be
filled, damaging the banks and adding to the
contamination problem.
In 1848 foundryman John Wyatt sunk a well
on his North Terrace property to supply water.
In 1852, Taylor & Berry installed a steampowered pump near the
ford to raise water into
tanks from which the
carters would fill
their barrels. Pybus
& Turner took
over the works in
1854 and later
added hot and
cold public baths.
				

(Above) A water carter
loads his dray from
the Torrens in 1837;
the sketch is by Mary
Hindmarsh, daughter of
the first Governor

48 pints for
a penny ...
Because the carter’s
charge was based on
the distance from
the river, the need
for water shaped
the development of
the city – it grew up
around the northwestern corner rather
than the centre,
as was originally
envisaged.
(Below) A water carter
from the 1860s; this one
was working at
Port Adelaide
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(Above) The Torrens
Gorge weir in 1872;
the aqueduct to the
right carried water to
the storage reservoir at
Thorndon Park
(above right)
The area is now a
recreation reserve and
the outlet tower which
supplied water to
Adelaide can be clearly
seen (below)

In 1855, a site along the Torrens Gorge, about
13 kilometres north-east of the City, was
chosen for a water storage scheme. Water would
flow to the City by gravity and the scheme
would be able to deliver 800 000 gallons a day.
An Adelaide Waterworks and Drainage
Commission was appointed in July 1856. The
weir was completed in June 1858 but, as it
filled with water, it was found to leak. A second
weir was constructed about 50 metres or so
upstream and the faulty weir demolished.

Oxigen 107 www.oxigen.net.au

The weir supplied water to an offstream
reservoir at Thorndon Park which was officially
opened in June 1860. The city was supplied
by an 18-inch cast-iron trunk main which
ran along Payneham Road to the Waterworks
Depot in the East Parklands. Slightly smaller
mains then ran to North and South Adelaide
and were controlled by valves housed in an
octagonal bluestone building [E19].
Water was delivered into Adelaide for the first
time on 28 December 1860. The citizens were
warned to open their taps so that air could
escape from the pipes as they filled with water:
those that didn’t found their taps blown across
the room by the water pressure. In fact the
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And the water wasn’t just for household
consumption: it was now also available for fire
fighting. To demonstrate that the stream could
reach the top of a city building, the fire service
hosed one down – but when the occupants
returned to their offices they were dismayed to
find their books and papers wet and muddy.
Attempts to use the new supply to settle dust
in the streets were also unsuccessful – the water
pressure damaged the road surface.
As supply expanded beyond the city, service
reservoirs were constructed in the parklands.
Port Adelaide was supplied from a reservoir
near the intersection of Barton
Terrace and O’Connell Street [W1].
It was built of brick in 1878 and
is still part of the water supply
system.

(Above left) The brick
piers and arches of the
North Adelaide service
reservoir (the Glenelg
reservoir, built a few
years later, used new
engineering materials
– iron and concrete)
(Above) Benchmark
No 13 was originally
installed in Barnard
Street, North Adelaide
(Below) These cast iron
valves – shown during the
demolition of the Valve
House – controlled the
City’s water supply from
1860 to the 1970s
SA Water

hydraulic pressure was sufficient for some city
buildings to operate lifts (see Section 6).

The other, near the intersection
of East and South Terraces, was
built in 1881 to supply Glenelg.
It had an earth-covered concrete
roof laid over corrugated arch
panels supported by iron beams

				

This timeline shows
how the City’s demand
for a safe and reliable
supply of water was
met in the driest state
in Australia
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(Above right) This earth
mound in the South
Parklands supported
the brick walls of
the Glenelg service
reservoir which was
built in 1881; the mound
has now been covered
with mulch and plants
In the foreground is
one of the cast iron
benchmarks (No 10)
used to establish
heights above the
reference level
of Low Water at
Port Adelaide

In 1982, following
the relocation of the
Engineering and Water
Supply Depot and
workshops, the 1857
Valve House was rebuilt in
its present position (right)
using most of the original
materials including the
leadlight windows
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and 58 columns, and could hold 850 000
gallons [E31]. It was taken out of service in 1928
and filled in with soil and rubble in 1982. The
earth wall can still be seen but two-thirds of
the reservoir was below ground. Sections of the
original wrought iron fence made by Bayliss
Jones & Bayliss can be seen around the adjacent
croquet club [E33]. Nearby is cast iron bench
mark No 10 [E32]. To ensure that water and
sewer pipes were installed at the correct depth,
more than 30 cast iron bench marks were
placed at key locations in and around Adelaide
in 1879, including at the main reservoirs.
As the population of Adelaide and its suburbs
grew, additional storage reservoirs were
commissioned in the surrounding hills. In
1949 work began on the Mannum-Adelaide
Pipeline which brought water from the River
Murray in 1955.
In the late 1970s the Engineering and Water
Supply Department began consolidating all
of its workshops at Ottoway. The Kent Town
Depot was demolished and the area returned to
parklands in 1981 – only the Valve House [E19],
rebuilt in 1982 to the original plans, remains
to mark the site of the workshops and bustling
works depot which covered 3½ acres.

Digital Ink 3561

(Above) Sections of
the original wrought
iron fence around the
reservoir made by
Bayliss Jones & Bayliss,
an English firm which
specialised in
gates and fences

SLSA B52408

Food was scarce and expensive for the early
settlers, much of it having to be imported
from Sydney or Van Diemen’s Land or even
as far afield as India. Long before it became
fashionable, they started to eat kangaroo and
emu meat – and even parrot pie!
Fortunately the Adelaide Plains were fertile.
Starting with a modest 20 acres in 1838, the
amount of wheat sown increased rapidly and
the Colony became known as “The Granary
of Australia”. However, in 1841 there was not
enough labour available to harvest the crop.
This led to John Ridley’s development in 1843
of the Stripper, the world’s first mechanical
harvester able to both reap and thresh grain.

(Above) The SA
Company’s Mill at
Hackney in the 1860s;
note the round millstones
It received grain from the
plains north of the City
and was first managed
by John Ridley (below),
developer of the Stripper,
who had already built and
was operating a mill at
suburban Hindmarsh

Turning the harvested grain into flour was a
high priority and flour milling became the
Colony’s first secondary industry. A number of
mills were established in and around the City,
most of them steam-powered (see map, page 9).

Marchant Family – SLSA PRG 1442_2_19

The Light Square Mill
in the 1860s when
it was managed by
John Marchant
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The Illustrated Adelaide News, July 1876
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(Above) Entrepreneur
W H Clark built a lavishlyequipped flour mill and
bakery next to his brewery
in Halifax Street in 1854
(Above right) the West
Terrace Mill was said
to be the largest and
best equipped in South
Australia; the mill was
destroyed by fire in April
1876 but the mill tower,
boiler house and chimney
can be seen in this
engraving published the
same year
(Below) The City Mill
on West Terrace was a
timber smock mill, socalled because the tower
resembled the protective
smock worn by rural
workers; the West Terrace
Mill is in the background

Sketch by F R NIxon, 1845

(Below right) A pair of
mill stones
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In Light Square a roller mill was owned by
John Wyatt and powered by a steam engine
made by his son George. Clark’s Steam Flour
Mill & Biscuit Bakery in Halifax Street [E29] was
later adapted to house the destructor station.
Two wind-powered mills were erected in
1842. The City Mill in Wright Street was an
octagonal smock mill, 30 feet high and built
of local timber. The circular tower of the West
Terrace Mill was designed by George Kingston.
The walls, three feet thick and 50 feet high,
were built of bricks made from River Torrens
clay. The sails were damaged by lightning in
1845 and a steam engine was then installed.
Three major mills were built on the outskirts of
the City: John Ridley’s mill at Hindmarsh (the
first in the Colony to produce flour in 1840);
the SA Company’s Mill at Hackney [E7]; and
Dr Kent’s mill in Kent Town (later moved to
Grenfell Street and named the Albion).

Breweries
Another important product of grain is
beer and a goodly number of breweries
were scattered across the City, many with
their own malting houses to process
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Flour Mills, Breweries & Bakeries
City of Adelaide, 1840-1880
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barley. Steam was raised in boilers and used
to heat water for mashing the malted barley
and, in some breweries, to brew (cook) the
beer using copper heating coils; a steam engine
would also power machinery such as pumps,
crushers, and even fans to cool the hot wort
from the beer kettle.
The City’s first brewery was on the banks of
the Torrens. The Adelaide Brewery in Wyatt
Street [E26] dates from the 1840s and supplied
many of Adelaide’s hotels. A distinctive feature
of most breweries is the brewing tower: once
the ingredients had been hoisted to the top, the
brew batch ran through the rest of the process
by gravity. Malt was ground and mashed with
hot water, then boiled. The resulting wort was
then cooled and allowed to ferment.

(Above left) The major
flour mills, breweries
and bakeries in the City
(Above) Chimney and
brewing tower of the
former Lion brewery
(Below left) The beer
bottle weather vane atop
the brewing tower of the
Adelaide Brewery; this
section was built in 1872
(Below) A typical 19th
century brewery; this
shows how gravity was
used to move a brew
through the various
stages of the process
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Drawing by John Painter – courtesy J & A G Johnston Ltd

In 1871 tenders were called for the construction
of a large cellar and brewery at North Adelaide
and the malt house, kiln and store were
completed in 1872 [E2]. The cellars were
extended in 1875 and the Lion Hotel
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Bill and Janice Menz

The Menz Wakefield Street
factory in 1915

opened in 1880. The brewery was
converted to apartments which
opened in December 1998.
(Above) W Menz & Co
produced biscuits,
chocolates, and iconic
confectionery lines such
as the Crown Mint (1892)
and the FruChoc (1948)
in their City factory

Bread and longer-lasting biscuits were
important staple foods. As prosperity
grew, many bakeries expanded into baked
and confectionery goods. In the 1800s
manufacturers proudly advertised their use of
steam-powered equipment; one of the boiler
chimneys can still be seen behind the former
Menz factory in Wakefield Street [E27].
In 1866, the Aerated Bread Company [W30]
advertised that their dough was “mixed by
machinery” in a process that injected carbon
dioxide instead of using yeast fermentation.
The “Lion” factory (now the Lion Arts Centre)
[W15] was built in 1906 for D & J Fowler who
manufactured a wide range of products and
became one of Australia’s major retail grocers.
The enamelled letters on the facade were
made by Simpson & Son. The eastern portion
was demolished in 1966 for the widening of
Morphett Street. In 1931 Fowlers acquired the
biscuit-baking business of Waltons Ltd and the
following year installed Australia’s first electric
baking oven in their Grote Street factory [W39].

SLSA B6132

Digital Ink 9085

(Below) The former
D & J Fowler factory
(Below right) The Waltons
biscuit factory in 1932; an
electric conveyor oven,
made by the Austral
Elevator Co in Hindley
Street, was installed here
that same year

Bakeries & Grocers
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Until the city was surveyed and the Town Acres
allocated, settlers erected tents and temporary
huts at Glenelg and in “Rotten Row”, an area
between the River Torrens and the western
end of North Terrace. Some well-to-do settlers
had imported pre-fabricated timber houses.
Designed by Henry Manning in London, they
were made from treated timber and shipped
in 69 flatpacks along with slate roof tiles from
Wales. One of these original houses is still
being used by the Society of Friends [W5].
Local timber was not suitable for building and
prone to attack by white ants; hence many of
Adelaide’s early buildings were built of stone
and brick and still stand today. Limestone was
available in the surrounding parklands and
easily worked. Old Parliament House [W18] dates
from 1843 and has load-bearing walls of local
limestone; brick quoins have been used where
squareness is necessary (eg, at the edges of the
building and around openings). In the former
Treasury Building, part of the limestone wall
erected in 1839 can still be seen [W34].

Digital Ink 0402

King William Street in 1880; the buildings (on the right)
have already progressed from one to three stories

(Above) This limestone
rubble wall at Government
House [W19] is a 1987
restoration of walls built in
1845 and 1862
(Below) This Manning
house was brought to
Adelaide in 1840 and
is still being used as a
meeting room; Manning
also made the furniture
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Limestone was also burned to make lime while
clay was baked into bricks. Reeds from the river
banks were used for thatching and cladding
while trees were cut down for shingles and
some structural uses. However, so voracious
was the demand for building materials that the
Governor had to issue edicts in May 1838 to
protect the parklands’ resources.
Engineering a City
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(Above) Part of the 1839
sandstone wall from the
former Treasury Building
has been preserved
in the Adina Apartment
Hotel [W34] – a specialist
mason had to chip away
a hard cement covering
to carefully reveal the
original stonework
(Above right) The new
Register Building nearing
completion in Grenfell
Street in 1908; it was one
of the first City buildings to
use reinforced concrete

For all of the 19th century, Adelaide’s buildings
were no more than three or four storeys. This
was due to a number of factors including the
limited load-bearing capacity of masonry walls;
the difficulty of evacuating high buildings
during fire, and the limited water pressure
available to fight fires on upper storeys. People
were also reluctant to climb multiple flights
of stairs. For high-rise buildings to be viable,
efficient vertical transportation and stronger,
lighter and fire-proof materials were needed:
the solutions were powered lifts and reinforced
concrete (which was also vermin-proof ).
In the United States, Elisha Otis installed
the first passenger elevator in 1857. In 1864,
George Harris installed a hydraulic goods lift
in his Gawler Place warehouse while the new
warehouse of G & R Wills on North Terrace [E16],

SLSA B68762

Otis Elevator Company

(Below) An Otis plunger
elevator c1881 of
the type used in the
G & R Wills warehouse
on North Terrace
(below right) – note the
raised entrance to the
warehouse on the right
to enable drays to be
unloaded

Good quality slate was discovered at nearby
Willunga about 1841 and used in the roofs of
many buildings including the GPO, the Town
Hall, and the Museum on North Terrace.
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One of Adelaide’s first electric lifts was installed
in the new Citizens Life Assurance Company
building around 1901 [W31]. This was replaced a
few years later by an Otis system. The lift was
manually controlled by an attendant. From
1921 to 1949 the building was occupied by
the Eastern Extension Australasia and China
Telegraph Company who named it “Electra
House” in 1940.
One of the first reinforced concrete structures
in Australia was built for local businessman
William Kither and completed in 1908; the
building still stands at 29-31 King William
Street but is now covered by aluminium
cladding [W21]. It was designed by (Sir John)
Monash and his associates in Melbourne
and built by his SA Reinforced Concrete
Company. Another early concrete structure
is the Verco Building. Built in two stages (the
back or southern section first), this was the first
high-rise on North Terrace and, in 1912, was
Adelaide’s tallest building [W23].

(Above) This lift, supplied
by the Otis Elevator
Company, operated in
Electra House from 1905
until December 1966
when ETSA stopped
supplying DC electricity
in the city

(Below) The Kither’s
Building nearing
completion in 1908 – a
sixth level built of cement
block was added later
It still stands at 29-31
King William Street but
the balconies and parts of
the facade were removed
in 1960 and the front of
the building covered with
aluminium panels

University of Melbourne Archives RCMPC collection, UMA/I/6241

In 1878, what was probably
Australia’s first passenger lift, also
hydraulic, was installed in the
Bank of South Australia building
[W25] (now named Edmund Wright
House after one of its architects).
Among other advanced features,
there was a system of electric bells
and the feet of tellers were kept warm by hot
water piped from a boiler in the basement.

Deane Kemp

completed in 1874, had not one
but two hydraulic lifts. The lifts
were operated by pistons using the
pressure in the water mains (unlike
Melbourne and Sydney, Adelaide
did not have a separate system of
water mains to supply hydraulic
power). One hydraulic lift was still
operating in Adelaide in 1923.

As engineering and materials developed, taller
buildings became possible. However, height
limits were imposed by the Building Act of
1923 to control the impact of buildings on
the streetscape. With a composite steel and
reinforced concrete frame, the T&G Building
[W27] was the first to reach the city’s height limit
of 132 feet. It opened on 23 November 1925.
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In 1955 work started
on the MLC Building
in Victoria Square
[W35]. The design of
Adelaide’s first postwar “skyscraper” was
based on the latest
overseas research
adapted to Australian
conditions. Its
modular steel frame
was made locally
and heat-absorbing
glass for the curtain
walls was imported
from England. It was
also the first fully air
conditioned office
tower in Australia.
(Above) The steel-framed
T&G building reached the
City’s height limit of
132 feet in 1925

(Below) The weather
beacon (circled) on the
MLC building indicated
the temperature and the
likelihood of wind and rain

Reproduced courtesy of The Advertiser AA042771

(Below right) The front
section of the Marine &
Harbors building being
moved to its new
location in 1979
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A beacon was erected on top of the building in
June 1958 and MLC gave out cards enabling
people to decode the weather forecasts given
by its red and white lights. The building is
now known as Beacon House even though the
beacon itself was removed in December 1979.
Following an increase in the height limit, the
first Adelaide building to exceed 100 metres
was the Grenfell Centre [W28] built in 1975.
Westpac House at 135 metres is Adelaide’s
tallest building [W26]; it was built in 1988.
While Edmund Wright House was preserved
in its entirety, only the front section of the
Marine & Harbors building in Victoria Square
was retained and shifted 34 metres north in
1979 [W36] to make way for a new building. The
facade was supported by a steel and concrete
sub-structure and jacked along steel rails. The
building was constructed in 1884 for the
National Mutual Life Association.

S G Spink, Glimpses of Australia, 1897

In the early months of the Colony, people
walked and carried their goods themselves.
Then light and power were supplied by animals
– bullocks and later horses provided the power
to carry loads and drive equipment such as
mills and whims (winding machines) while
animal fats and whale oil were burned in lamps.
Rendering works such as Burfords extracted
tallow and made candles and lubricants.

(Above left) Adelaide’s
first electric street light
(arrow) was installed in
1895 (Above) Gas lights
in Rundle Street in the
late 1860s

The SA Gas Company was formed in 1861
and built a gasworks at Brompton, just west
of North Adelaide. Gas was distilled from
imported coal and regular supplies to the city
began on 22 June 1863. Supply to North
Adelaide was completed on 23 May 1864.

(Below left) The
Freemasons Tavern,
established in 1841, was
one of the first buildings
in Adelaide to have gas
lighting – the gas was
made on the premises
(Below) The street lights
were converted back to
kerosene in 1879 but the
leaking liquid damaged
mail in the posting boxes
and so gas was reinstated
the following year – this
lamp was at the corner
of Pulteney Street and
today’s Rundle Mall
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In August 1845 a shop in Grenfell Street was
lit with gas; in 1846, local foundryman John
Wyatt made a small coal gas plant for the
Freemasons Tavern [E25] in Pirie Street.
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(Above) When the Duke
and Duchess of York
visited in 1901, public
buildings such as the
GPO were lavishly lit with
electric light (Above right)
When it opened in 1885,
the Adelaide Arcade was
lit with 16 electric arc
lamps suspended from
the roof: the electricity
was generated by the
Arcade’s own plant
(Below) The distinctive
Adelaide Lamp was
introduced in the 1930s

Street Lighting
It was several years after gas supply started
before the citizens of Adelaide agreed to pay
the necessary rates to light the streets with gas:
115 gas lamps were erected in 1866 while 170
kerosene lamps were placed in other parts of
the city. Before that, the only street lighting
had been supplied by hotel keepers who were
required to have a lamp at their front door –
however, some critics said that this lighting was
being provided “at too high a social cost”.
In 1867 Charles Todd demonstrated an
electric arc lamp powered by batteries which,
to everyone’s amazement, lit up King William
Street from the Town Hall to North Terrace.
In 1881 Todd gave a similar demonstration, this
time using a generator (then called a dynamo).

Digital Ink 14364

In 1879, the Englishman Joseph Swan and
the American Thomas Edison independently
developed an electric light bulb with an
incandescent filament. A few years later (1882)
Edison built the first central power station in
New York and made electricity supply a reality.
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Commercial buildings such as the Adelaide
Arcade [E20] (which opened in 1885) were
among the first to use electric lighting which
was supplied by small on-site generators.
Adelaide’s first electric street light was an arc
lamp at the intersection of Hindley and King
William Streets (see page 15) supplied from the
Theatre Royal’s lighting plant. It was lit for the
first time on 12 October 1895.
In 1898 the Adelaide City Council entered into
a contract with the forerunner of the Adelaide
Electric Supply Company (AESCo) to light
the City. Arc lamps were installed through
the centre of the City from South Terrace to
Barton Terrace, North Adelaide, and lit up on
4 January 1900. Power came from a temporary
lighting plant in Devonshire Place.

(Above left) O’Connell
Street, North Adelaide, in
the early 1900s showing
one of the 31 arc lamps
installed by the Adelaide
Electric Supply Company
(Above) In 1926 Kelvin
House [E17] was built for
AESCo’s headquarters
(Below) Laying cables for
the arc lamps along King
William Road in 1899

Electricity Trust of SA

By 1921, the Council had converted all its
street lighting to electricity which was cheaper
and could be centrally controlled. In the 1930s
a distinctive style of lamp, first used on the
Adelaide Bridge (see page 27), provided light
for the City’s parklands and footpaths [W20].
1926
This timeline shows
1923
Stobie pole
1969
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how light and power
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AESCo Trust of SA 1966
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(Above) The Grenfell
Street power station in
1909; the present-day
facade of Tandanya is
a two-storey extension
added in 1912
(Below) An Historic
Engineering Marker was
placed nearby on
6 April 1995

Electricity
Electric light was definitely a novelty and
the first demonstrations were done as public
spectacles – football was played under electric
arc lights on the Adelaide Oval in 1885.
The City’s first central power station in
Grenfell Street [E22] was officially opened on
19 November 1901. As well as lighting, it also
supplied commercial and residential properties.
The original system was 400 volts DC and all
the cables were laid underground.
In 1904 the Adelaide Electric Supply Company
(AESCo) was formed and took over the
generation and distribution of electricity in the
metropolitan area and nearby country towns.

AESCo, Fifty Years of Progress, 1947

(Below) The engine
room of the Grenfell
Street power station in
1901; the 400 volt DC
generators were made
by the Edinburgh firm of
Bruce-Peebles
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The boiler and engine rooms at Grenfell Street
were extended and a second storey was added
to the office section in 1912. A new office
building, Kelvin House [E17], was later built on
North Terrace and opened in January 1926.
In 1946 the Electricity Trust of South Australia
(ETSA) was established as a public utility to
supply electricity throughout the state.

SLSA B58978
SLSA B60076

Roadways
King William Street was the first properlymade road in the City, prepared with sand
from the Torrens and limestone gravel from
the parklands quarries in 1842. Roads were
constructed according to John Macadam’s
principles and were suitable for the slowmoving traffic of the time. However, when
the streets started to be dug up for water pipes
and gas mains, the integrity of the Macadam
pavement was lost.
In the mid-1890s, possibly for the first time
in Australia, some of the crossings and side
streets were dressed with tar and coated with
grit. Better results were obtained using distilled
tar and the Council installed a tar plant at its
destructor station in 1911.
In 1907, Council started using wood blocks for
road paving; however, the demand was so great
that supplies of Australian hardwood were soon
depleted and no more wood blocks were laid
after 1925. By 1950, most of the blocks had
been replaced.

(Above) This 1847
water-colour by S T Gill
paints an idealised
picture of Adelaide’s
streets – in reality they
were, depending on the
season, dusty or muddy
nightmares
From 1881 the City
Council started using
local bluestone or
granite to make kerbs
and gutters such as these
beautifully preserved
examples in Mills Terrace,
North Adelaide [W4]

kerbs and
gutters,
North
Adelaide
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Unlike many other capital cities, the layout
of Adelaide was planned in detail before the
first sod was turned. If you bought one of the
original 1000 Town Acres, you knew exactly
where it was and how wide the streets were.

In 1922, the Council erected its own asphalt
plant on the destructor site in Halifax Street
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(Above) As more streets
were paved with bitumen,
rainwater run-off became
a problem and the Council
laid a separate network
of stormwater pipes in the
mid-1920s (Above right)
The wooden blocks used
from 1907 can be clearly
seen as the new tram
tracks are laid in
King William Street

and pavement was first laid in Gouger Street in
September. The plant used crude tar from the
Gas Company’s retorts; it was upgraded twice
and replaced with a heavy duty bituminous
concrete mixing plant in 1958. The mixed
asphalt was taken hot to the site where it was
spread and rolled in a layer about 50 mm
thick. The road could then be opened to traffic
within a few hours. Today most city streets
have a bituminous concrete surface laid over a
Macadam or sometimes a concrete base – but
it’s still called “asphalt”.

Railways
In 1856, the State’s first steam railway began
operating between Adelaide and Port Adelaide.
Isambard K Brunel was appointed consulting
engineer and the rails laid were the same type
as those used on his Great Western Railway

SLSA B24

(Right) One
of the first
locomotives
for the Port
Adelaide line;
the tender was
added in
1869

1839
First
engineered
road built to
Port Adelaide

1856
Port
Adelaide
railway
opens

1842
King William
Street
properly made

1845
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in England. Known as baulk track, the wrought
iron rails were laid on longitudinal sleepers at a
gauge (width) of 5 feet 3 inches. Unfortunately
this type of construction proved unsuitable
in South Australia’s hot dry climate and, by
1868, had been replaced. Three locomotives,
also designed by Brunel, were made in
Manchester. They arrived at Port Adelaide and
were unloaded in January 1856. The line was
officially opened on 21 April.
A fine stone station house was built on North
Terrace with steps down to the tracks; a second
storey was added in 1878.

(Above) The South
Terrace to Glenelg train
in King William Street,
outside the Supreme
Court; in 1929 the service
was replaced by a tram
which still runs today
(Below left) The first
Adelaide Railway Station
built in 1856 and (below)
today’s station which
opened in 1928
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Seaside Glenelg was a popular destination and
two separate railway lines were built: one ran
from King William Street along the route still
used by the tram today and the other started
from a platform in the North Terrace station.

1929
First
electric
trams to
Glenelg

1937
Regular
trolleybus
service

1932
Experimental
trolleybus

1925

1935

1945

This timeline shows how the City’s
expanding need for public transport has
been met by different modes
1958
Diesel buses
replace
street trams

1955

1965

				

1986
O-bahn
guided
busway

1975

2007
Glenelg
tramline
extended
through City
1985

1995
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(Above) The new
Adelaide Railway Station
under construction in
1927, looking east from
the Morphett Street
bridge; one of Webb’s
large American-style
locomotives is at
the platform

William Alfred Webb took over as Chief
Railways Commissioner in 1922 and
introduced big American-style locomotives able
to haul large freight trains. He also had a new
station built in the American style which was
completed by 30 June 1928 [W17]. In the 1930s
surplus space in the station was occupied by the
Taxation Department; now those offices and
the Station’s Marble Hall (used as a film set in
Gallipoli) have been turned into a casino.

Tramways
Adelaide’s flat terrain made it ideally suited
to horse trams and it was the first Australian
city to develop a network. An Act was passed
in 1876 and the first paying passengers were
carried to Kensington Park on 10 June 1878.
A number of companies were formed, the
largest eventually having a fleet of 100 single
and double-deck tramcars. The first cars were
imported from New York but cars were then
built in Adelaide, mostly by Duncan & Fraser.
An office for the tramway was erected in 1882
[W2] adjacent the sheds and stables of the North
Adelaide depot which had been built in 1878
(and once played host to the visiting English
cricket team). Both remained in use until 1908
when a bakery bought the premises.
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(Below) The embankment
for the tram line to
Kensington can still
be seen in the East
Parklands at the end
of Grenfell Street [E24]
(Below right) A horse tram
trundles north along King
William Road; the stylish
posts carry the overhead
wires for the electric trams
with an arc lamp mounted
above to provide general
street lighting (compare
this arrangement with the
original street lighting pole
show on page 17)
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The Municipal Tramways Trust (MTT) was
formed in 1907 to take-over the horse tram
network and replace it with electric trams.
The last horse tram from Adelaide to one of the
suburbs ran on 23 December 1912.
A converter station [E23] was built to change
AESCo’s AC supply to DC and the first electric
tram ran on 9 March 1909. (As the network
expanded, the MTT built its own power
station at Port Adelaide and established similar
converter stations in several suburbs.) Many
cars were built by local firms Duncan & Fraser
and Pengelley & Co.
The MTT also built a substantial depot
on nine acres of ground in the north east
parklands. All but one of the four bays of the
tram barn have been demolished – it and the
administrative building, now known as the
Goodman Building [E15], are currently used by
the Adelaide Botanic Garden.

(Above left) This handtinted postcard shows one
of the new electric trams
(a Type B or “toast-rack”)
turning off King William
Road in 1910
(Above) A regular trolley
bus service began in
1937: this is one of 30
double-decker buses
built by the Adelaide firm
of J A Lawton & Sons
making a trial run
on 10 July 1937
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In 1932 Australia’s first trolleybus (a road bus
with an electric motor supplied from overhead
wires) began running in an experimental
service using a petrol-engined double-decker
bus converted in the MTT’s workshops. A
regular fleet service began on 5 September
1937 and continued until 1963.

The Type H tram
was designed for the
Glenelg line by MTT
Chief Engineer W G T
Goodman and built by
Pengelley & Co in 1929;
these trams operated
on the regular Glenelg
service until January 2006
– No 364 (below) can still
be seen at the Tramway
Museum, north of
		
Adelaide at St Kilda
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The street trams were replaced by diesel buses
and the last street tram ran on 22 November
1958. Only the tram to Glenelg (“The Bay”)
was left. It had its own right-of-way, following
the route of the former railway. The first electric
tram to Glenelg ran on 14 December 1929
and the line still operates today. The line was
extended to North Terrace in 2007 and to the
Entertainment Centre in 2010. German Flexity
trams made by Bombardier and French Citadis
trams made by Alstom now operate the service.

O-Bahn Busway
(Top) The Goodman
building, the former MTT
administrative centre, and
the one remaining tram
barn (four were built)
(Above) One of the Flexity
“Classic” trams travels
along North Terrace

The only one of its kind in the world, the
12 kilometre O-Bahn opened in 1986 and
serves the northeastern suburbs. It has two
interchanges where buses can simply leave the
track and again travel on the streets.

Digital Ink 3551

Wikimedia Commons

(Below) The distinctive
guide wheels on O-Bahn
buses enable them
to enter the elevated
concrete track of the
busway (below right)

Adelaide’s diesel buses are like any other bus
in the world with one exception – the vehicles
with the rubber guide wheels. These special
buses leave and rejoin the streets on the edge of
the parklands in North Adelaide [E5], and travel
at speeds of up to 100 km/h on an elevated
concrete track. The guide wheels are connected
to the steering system and steer the buses on
the tracks which are so close together that
windows on the right-hand side have stops to
prevent passengers putting their hands out.
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The two sections of
Adelaide are separated
by the River Torrens
and so the bridges
which cross it are
critical to the City. In
summer, the Torrens
was little more than
a string of separate
pools so the first settlers simply walked across
the dry river bed. These crossing places can be
clearly seen on early maps of the City.

This bridge was finally carried away by floods in
September 1844. Work started on a single span
masonry arch bridge in line with Morphett

(Top) Adelaide’s first
bridge, a simple structure
built with local timber,
can be seen on the left
(Above) Colonel Light’s
1837 plan of the City just
shows meandering tracks
across the river
(Below left) This plaque
on the southern bank
marks the site of the
first bridge (Below) The
bowstring girder City
Bridge opened in 1856
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Early attempts to build a bridge were not very
successful – the simple wooden structures were
swept away by flood waters. The first bridge of
any permanence was built in 1839 under the
supervision of Alfred Hardy, later the Town
Surveyor. A plaque (below) marks its site [W12].
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(Above) When electric
trams started running in
1909, two extra girders
had to be added to
strengthen the
Adelaide Bridge
This work was carried out
by James Martin & Co of
Gawler (below)

Street in 1845 but, before it could be opened in
1847, it was so damaged by flood waters that it
had to be blown up with gunpowder.
Colonial engineers had limited resources with
which to solve a constantly-changing problem.
Reeds and other protective vegetation were
being removed and carts were being driven
down to the river, breaking up the banks.
When the next rains came, water scour meant
that an ever-widening river had to be bridged.
In 1853 a new crossing was planned in line
with King William Street. A wrought iron
tubular bowstring girder superstructure was
made in England and had to span 100 feet.
The bridge was opened in October 1856 and
named the City Bridge. But within twenty
years its 23 ft 6 in wide roadway was proving
inadequate for the growing traffic.

The Critic, 9 March 1909, p16

A replacement bridge was built using wrought
iron plate girders imported from England.
The continual erosion of the river’s banks had
been brought under control and this time the
bridge had the same span as its predecessor and
used the same abutments. It was opened on
25 April 1877 and named the Adelaide Bridge.
But by 1920 this bridge, too, was overloaded
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Work on the current
three-hinged reinforced
concrete arch bridge
began in 1929 and it was
officially opened on 5 March 1931 [W8].
In 1999 the bridge was extensively rehabilitated
and sympathetically-designed extensions were
added to the four main columns to enable
street lighting to meet current standards.
Further west, the Victoria Bridge [W10], was
opened on 21 June 1870. It was a wrought
iron girder bridge supported on two shore
abutments and a central pier. However, the
citizens also had to cross the railway line.

ACC Archives 5751/0012

and would soon prove
inadequate for traffic.

(Above) The
Adelaide Bridge nearing
completion in November
1930 (Top) It was
extensively refurbished in
1999 with new lighting
(Below) Master masons
were brought from
Italy to give the bridge
its textured finish with
martelina hammers

ACC Archives /Digital Ink 0486

A level crossing was
provided in 1860 but
public protest led to
the construction of
the Overway Bridge in
1868. Twelve years later
it was demolished and
the level crossing was
reinstated. In 1884, a
lattice girder bridge,

				

This timeline shows the
frequent need to replace
inadequate structures
in the early years
of the Colony
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(Above) The Victoria
Bridge soon after its
opening in 1870; (below)
the original plaques are
displayed on the southern
river bank footpath [W11]
(Right) the Overway
Bridge was built in 1884

in line with Morphett Street and the Victoria
Bridge, was built across the railyards.
In 1964, the City Council decided to replace
both bridges and realign Morphett Street; the
latter required the demolition of part of the
D & J Fowler factory. A contract was awarded
in May 1966 and the new twin bridges were
completed in May 1969. The prestressed
concrete trapezoidal box girder structures cross
both the river [W10] and the railway lines [W16].
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The new Victoria Bridge
spans the Torrens (below)
while the Morphett Street
bridge spans the railyards
and NorthTerrace
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A bridge east of the Adelaide Bridge was
built in 1842, close to the site of the presentday University Footbridge, and named the
Frome Bridge. A large flood in February 1855
destroyed all the bridges across the River
Torrens and this bridge was replaced by a ford
and later a footbridge.

SLSA B3324
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(Above) John Grainger’s
plan for the Albert
Bridge (originally called
the Frome Bridge)
The wooden deck was
replaced with concrete
in the 1930s but the
beautiful bridge retains its
Victorian elegance (left)

In 1871 a new crossing was planned upstream.
The bridge was designed by John Grainger
(father of the composer Percy Grainger) in
partnership with Henry Worsley. The iron
work was ordered from England but local
engineering skills had developed to the point
that it could be erected under the supervision
of the City Surveyor. It was opened on 7 May
1879 and named the Albert Bridge [E9].
In 1933-34 the timber decking was replaced
with reinforced concrete. As predicted by the
City Engineer, this deck had a life of 50 years
and was, in turn, replaced in 1981-82. In 2000
guard rails and improved lighting were added
to improve safety while retaining its features.
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Just east of the parklands at Hackney is another
important crossing of the Torrens [E6].

The Frome Bridge (below)
was built in 1842 – it was
severely damaged by
flood in 1844 and again in
1847 and was eventually
replaced with a footbridge
(above)
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The elaborate timber truss
structure (above) replaced
the first bridge at Hackney
in 1860 and gave access
to the Company’s Mill
The iron truss bridge
which replaced it in 1885
(bottom) still carries traffic
(Below) The University
footbridge is SA’s first
welded steel bridge

The first bridge was erected there early in 1845
and provided direct access for wheat farmers to
the South Australian Company’s flour mill.
This was replaced in 1855 by a much more
elaborate trussed timber bridge but the wooden
structure was frequently damaged by insects
and floodwater. An all-iron bridge was opened
on 5 December 1885. This bridge is a two
pinned trussed arch bridge resting on stone
springings. At that time it was the lightest
bridge of its size in Australia and it still carries
south-bound traffic. North-bound traffic uses a
steel plate girder bridge which opened in 1967.

ACC Archives HP0061
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The University Footbridge [E11] is the first
welded steel bridge built in South Australia.
The idea was put forward in 1928, the year the
first welded bridge was built in America, but
construction was delayed until 1937 by the
Great Depression. The bridge is actually two
balanced cantilevered sections with concrete
counterweights; they are pinned in the centre.
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Telegraphy
The South Australian Government enlisted
Charles Todd to develop a system of telegraphy
in the Colony. He arrived in November 1855
and completed a line to Port Adelaide which
opened on 18 February 1856. In Victoria, the
telegraph had almost reached the border and
Todd built a connecting line which opened
on 21 July 1858. A direct connection between
Adelaide and Sydney was completed in 1867.
Telegraph lines had been built across Europe
to Asia, and Batavia (Jakarta) had been
connected to Singapore by an
undersea cable in 1859. The
British-Australian Telegraph
Company proposed to bring
a line ashore at Port Darwin.
South Australia’s Governor
Sir Richard MacDonnell
made the promoters an offer
they couldn’t refuse – South
Australia would build the
connecting overland line
to Port Darwin.
				

(Above) King William
Street looking south
about 1895; the wires at
the top of the pole were
telegraph circuits and
the lower ones were for
the telephone service;
the thick cable carried
telephone trunk lines

(Below) This Historic
Engineering Marker
at the Adelaide GPO
commemorates the
completion of the
Overland Telegraph
in 1872

Digital Ink

The only contact the first settlers had with their
families and business interests “at home” in
Britain was by mail and an exchange of letters
could take six months or more! To announce
the arrival of the mail boats and other shipping,
signal stations were established along the coast
and at West Terrace, opposite Franklin Street.
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(Above) From 1921 to
1949, all telegrams to
and from overseas passed
through this building,
the office of the Eastern
Extension telegraph
company which owned
the overseas cable
It was renamed
Electra House in 1940
[W31] and housed a
telecommunications
museum from
1976 to 1992
(Above right) The
Chief Telegraph Office
on the first floor of
the GPO shortly after
the completion of the
Overland Telegraph line
in 1872; the man in the
light-coloured suit is
Charles Todd

As well as meticulously planning the project,
engineer Charles Todd [later Sir Charles]
personally took charge of the final stages of
construction. The Overland Telegraph Line
was completed on 22 August 1872, making
Adelaide the first Australian capital city to
be connected by telegraph to the world. The
first commercial message was received in the
GPO telegraph room on 22 October [W33]. The
telegraph was of immediate financial benefit to
the Colony: for example, wheat growers were
able to get better prices for their exports and
that alone was worth £250 000 in the first year.

Telephony
As soon as detailed descriptions of Alexander
Graham Bell’s new invention, the telephone,
were published in journals such as Scientific
American, keen experimenters began to build
their own instruments. One of the first was
Adelaide brass-founder Alexander Dobbie who
demonstrated a telephone in December 1877.
One month later the PMG workshops had also
built telephones and a call was made between
Adelaide, Semaphore and Kapunda. The first
major long distance telephone call in Australia
was made from Semaphore to Port Augusta,
also in 1878; other long distance calls were
made using the Overland Telegraph Line.
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exchange
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(Above) Inside the central
telephone exchange
about 1900

Scientific American, 1877

A number of telephone lines were erected
in Adelaide in 1882 and the first exchange
opened on 14 May 1883 with 48 subscribers;
public telephones were also made available
in the city and major suburbs. By the end of
the year nearly a thousand miles of line
had been strung. The central telephone
exchange, originally in a corner of the
Chief Telegraph Office in the GPO, was
moved to its own building in 1908 [W32].

(Left) Adelaide’s central
telephone exchange was
housed in this building
in Franklin Street; the
overhead lines converged
on the parallel cross-arms

Wireless Telegraphy
On 21 September 1897, a year after
Marconi applied for the first patent
for wireless telegraphy in England,
Professor William Henry Bragg gave the
first public demonstration in Australia
of “Telegraphy without Wires” at the
University of Adelaide.
On 10 May 1899, Bragg and his father-inlaw Charles Todd were able to detect signals
about 200 metres away from a transmitter in

1924
5CL’s first
public
1928
broadcast Traeger
builds pedal
wireless

(Above) Bell’s telephone
made the front cover of
the “Scientific American”
on 6 October 1877
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(Above right) Using this
apparatus, William Henry
Bragg and Charles Todd
transmitted wireless
messages between the
Observatory on West
Terrace (above)
and Henley Beach on
23 June 1899 – a section
of the message tape
is shown beneath the
apparatus photo

the West Terrace Observatory. Three days later
messages were sent from the Observatory over
a “measured mile” and by the end of May the
working distance had been increased to four
kilometres. By July they had demonstrated
that a practical wireless system could be built
to communicate with an off-shore lighthouse;
however, the cost was too high and the project
was abandoned in February 1900. It was left to
others to establish commercial wireless systems.

Radio Broadcasting

Radio Heritage Foundation www.radioheritage.net

(Below) Advertising from
the 1930s shows the 5DN
radio masts on the CML
Building at the corner of
King William and
Hindley Streets

In the early 1920s the idea of radio as
entertainment caught on. Broadcasters and
listeners were licensed by the Government
and Adelaide’s first radio studio was set up in
the Grosvenor Hotel on North Terrace; the
first program went to air on the evening of
20 November 1924. Two days later the station
changed its call sign to 5CL; in 1932, it became
part of the national ABC network.
Adelaide’s tall buildings were popular locations
for radio studios: 5DN operated from the
12th floor of the CML building [W24] and had
their mast on the roof while 5AD operated
from the editorial and printing offices
of the Advertiser. When the Adelaide
Central Mission in Franklin Street
took over the 5KA licence in 1943,
they ran an aerial up the Maughan
Church steeple until a mast could
be built (the 1864 church building
was replaced by today’s Uniting
Church in 1965).
The first radio stations broadcasted
on the medium wave band
(currently 526.5-1606.5 kHz).
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In the 19th century, Adelaide was literally
a hive of industry with all manner of
manufacturing taking place within its square
mile. Fortunately for today’s citizens, it was
all shifted to more appropriate locations long
ago and the streets now give no clue to the
foundries and factories and sawmills that gave
employment to thousands.

(Below left) Burfords soap
factory in Sturt Street in
1896; like its predecessor,
in 1919 this, too, burnt
down (Below) In 1843
George Wyatt built the
first locally-made steam
engine – they called
it “Cyclops”, perhaps
because its flywheel
resembled a giant eye,
and it may have looked
something
like this

Chronicle, 6 September 1896

John Bourne, 1859

Adelaide’s first manufacturing industry was the
soap and candle factory of William Burford
established near the corner of Grenfell Street
and East Terrace in late 1839. When Burford’s
factory burnt down in 1885 it left a convenient
space for the City’s first central power station
(see Section 4). By the early 1900s Burford had
become a major Australian soap manufacturer
and in 1924 merged with Lever Brothers and
J Kitchen & Son. Brands such as Solvol,
Surf, and Omo can be traced back to the
Adelaide factory.

(Above) The first car
manufactured in Adelaide
was built in Vivian Lewis’s
cycle workshops in
McHenry Street [W29]
(off Gawler Place)
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A C Harley, downpipe,
Cannon Street [W30]

(Above) Adelaide’s early
foundries left their mark
on Adelaide – here are a
few maker’s names which
can still be found around
the streets and buildings
(Below) A Simpson &
Son made domestic
stoves and safes that
were famously fireproof
while foundries, such as
A Jones & Sons on North
Terrace (bottom), made
castings weighing
several tonnes

George Fulton, verandah post,
Adelaide Arcade [E20]

Forwood Down, gate post,
North Terrace [W22]

Burford’s candle moulds were made by another
pioneer manufacturer, Alfred Simpson & Son.
In the 1890s Simpsons were the largest metal
manufacturers in Australia and their Wakefield
Street factory covered two whole Town Acres.
Simpson-brand household appliances are still
made today by the Electrolux group.

Foundries
From the early 1840s, there were foundries
throughout the City and their furnaces could
produce castings of 30 cwt or more. Their
output ranged from heavy mine machinery and
structural members to the decorative lacework
which is such a feature of many Adelaide
houses, much of it produced by A C
Harley’s Sun Foundry in Hindley Street.
Harley also made the Creswell Garden
arch [W7] near the Adelaide Oval.

SLSA B10665

SLSA B47098

John Wyatt and his sons, George and
Henry, moved their foundry from
Grenfell Street to North Terrace where
hotels and apartments stand today;
the foundry was later taken over by
A Jones & Sons. Major firms such
as Perry Engineering and Horwood
Bagshaw had their origins in
Adelaide foundries.
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1

Automotive

1

Other

Foundries & Manufacturers
City of Adelaide, 1840-1940

1

2 6
5

2

1

3

3

3

14 2
2
4
2
2

7
1

1

1

3

SLSA B1727

1

The cast iron fencing around the University of
Adelaide along Victoria Drive and Frome Road
[E12] was made by G E Fulton & Co and was
originally erected in Victoria Square in 1881.
In 1929, after another change to the square,
the fencing was relocated to the University.
Although Fulton had an office and showroom
in the City, their foundry was at Parkside.

Foundries
Wyatt/Jones
Sun/Harley
Pybus/Victoria
A W Dobbie
Strapps
Forwood Down
John Wyatt
Metal Workers
A Simpson & Son
Bagshaw & Son
J Mellor & Son
Coachbuilders
J A Holden
Holden & Frost
Duncan & Fraser
T J Richards
Automotive
Holden
Vivian Lewis
Southcott
Other factories
Burfords

1 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
3

1
2
3
4
1
2
3

1

(Top) Some of the major
foundries, factories and
workshops that were
located in the heart
of the City – note the
concentration in the
northern sector, where
today there are shops,
offices, hotels and
residences
(Above left) Typical of late
19th century industry, this
maze of overhead shafts
and belts drove machines
in the railway workshops
in the North Terrace
railway yards (1889)

				

Peter Wickes Federation Trading

Digital Ink 0470

(Below) Foundries such
as A C Harley’s in Hindley
Street produced a wide
variety of cast items
ranging from structural
members to plumbing
and sanitary fittings to
decorative columns and
ornaments such as the
Creswell Garden arch
(left) near Adelaide Oval
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Note Printing Branch, 1916

(Above) Because of
Southcott’s reputation for
precision engineering,
they won the contract to
build this machine which
perforated Australia’s
postage stamps in the
early years of Federation
(Above right)
Holden & Frost’s factory
and showroom in
Grenfell Street in 1907

In the early 1900s several Adelaide workshops,
most of them cycle makers, built automobiles:
the first was made by Lewis Cycles in 1900.
Around 1904, James Henry Southcott built
two cars in his Gilles Street factory [E30].
General Motors-Holden (GM-H) had its
origins in James Holden’s saddlery business
established in King William Street in 1856. In
1917 Holden & Frost decided to make motor
bodies on a large scale; this led to the formation
of Holden’s Motor Body Builders. In 1929 they
signed an agreement to build bodies exclusively
for General Motors (GM): GM later bought the
Holden business and formed GM-H.
James Duncan and James Fraser started a
coach-building business in 1865. They built
many of the trams used in Adelaide and
Victoria in their Franklin Street factory. In
1911 they started building custom bodies,
mainly for Fords. That year, T J Richards added
a motor body department to their Hindmarsh
Square factory. This business moved out of the
city in 1920: it was later taken over by Chrysler
and then Mitsubishi.

SLSA B1473

Richard Duncan

(Below) In 1919 this large
factory was built in King
William Street south
for Holden’s Motor
Body Builders
(Below right) A tram,
Ford bodies, and buggies
displayed outside the
factory and showroom of
Duncan & Fraser in 1915
(“Established 1857” was
later corrected to 1865)

Motor Pioneers
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In the mid 1860s, pipes were installed to which
water closets could be connected. However,
they only drained to soakage areas in the
parklands. Most houses had or shared cess pits
which were baled out by “nightmen”.
Stormwater from roofs had been directed into
the effluent drains to flush them but severe
rainstorms flooded
the pipes and
compounded the
problem – which led
Adelaide to become
the first city in
Australia to provide
its citizens with a
separate water-borne
sewerage system.

				

(Above) Council vehicles
line up in Halifax Street
in front of the refuse
destructor station [E29]
(Bottom) The fall from the
GPO to the sewage farm
at Islington was about
168 feet and effluent,
flowing by gravity, reached
there in about two hours
(Below) The two drum
strainers were driven by
the hydraulic flow of the
incoming sewage
Pictorial Australian, July 1885

The safety and amenity of a city depend on
the effective disposal of household and other
rubbish and the treatment of sewage. But in
the 1870s, the death rate in Adelaide was nearly
double that in rural areas.
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A detailed plan was prepared in 1877 and from
7 January 1881 sewage was piped to a farm
at Islington, north of the City. All of North
Adelaide was connected by December 1883.
Sewage was passed through rotary strainers and
filtered in gravel beds before flowing onto the
paddocks. The farm was closed when the new
Bolivar treatment plant opened in 1966.

(Above) All that remains
of the refuse destructor
and steam disinfection
station are a few small
outbuildings and the
38 metre high
brick chimney

Rubbish was first processed on 20 June 1910 in
what was effectively a recycling station. Metal
was recovered and steam generated electricity
with the surplus being sold to AESCo. The
furnace residue was finely-ground and used to
produce paving slabs for the City’s footpaths.
Infectious diseases were a constant concern
for the Council’s health department. Infected
clothing and bedding was treated with steam
from the destructor’s boilers in a separate steam
disinfection station on the same site.
The destructor was decommissioned
in 1954 and everything but the
chimney and two small buildings was
demolished in 1997. These buildings
have been incorporated in The Greek
on Halifax restaurant which has
photographs on display.

ACC Archives HP0903

ACC Archives HP1264 [08]

Digital Ink 8948

(Below left) Incoming
garbage was handled by
an electrically-powered
overhead hoist but
stokers (below right) fed
the furnaces by hand to
ensure the right mix of wet
and dry material

From the earliest days of the Colony,
rubbish had been collected and dumped in
the parklands in pits left by the excavation
of limestone; however, these rapidly filled.
Disposal by incineration had been discussed
as early as 1894. Finally, Heenan & Froude
Ltd of Manchester installed a refuse destructor
and other plant in Halifax Street in the former
Clark’s mill building (see Section 2) [E29].
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Our story of Adelaide’s engineering heritage
starts and finishes with the Torrens. As
reservoirs for water supply were established
around the City, the potential of the Torrens
as a place of recreation in the heart of the City
became more important. The first challenge was
to ensure that it remained full of water.
Damming the River Torrens to create a lake
was an obvious solution to the appearance and
condition of the river. The first attempt was in
October 1867 when the Sheriff of the Adelaide
Gaol used prison labour to build a wooden
dam. It was washed away almost immediately.

Extensive landscaping
has turned the banks
of the Torrens into the
picturesque Elder Park
with its iconic band
rotunda (above) and
fountains (below)
What a difference some
water makes – the Torrens
in 1860 (bottom left) and
following the landscaping
of the banks some 20
years later (bottom right)
Digital Ink 0430

Elder Park

SLSA B20755

SLSA B2780

Mayor Edwin Smith is credited with the vision
that eventually became reality. Construction
of a simple concrete weir began in November
1880. This was one of the first uses of concrete
in a civil engineering project in Australia: the
cement was imported from England and the
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The removal of native
vegetation left the banks
of the Torrens unprotected
from flood scour
After this flood in 1917
which overtopped the
weir (above), the centre
section was replaced
with two flood gates
(above right)
The footbridge was
relocated to the
downstream side

(Below) Once the Torrens
Lake had been created,
it proved to be a popular
recreation spot for the
citizens – this postcard
from the early 1900s
shows boating and rowing
activities, probably on
a Sunday (if the best
clothes and hats
are any guide)

aggregate came from Aldgate. Mayor Edwin
Smith closed the sluice gates for the first
time on 1 July 1881. The formal opening
ceremony was on 21 July and almost the entire
population of the City was present.
Not only did this provide a recreational lake in
the heart of the City but the landscaping work
along the banks helped to stabilise them and
protect them from further erosion.
The centrepiece is the graceful cast-iron
rotunda [W13] made in Glasgow by the Saracen
Iron Foundry and donated by Sir Thomas Elder
after whom the park is named. The rotunda
was officially opened on 28 November 1882.
In 1889, the first serious flood overwhelmed
the new weir and jammed its gates with debris.
In fact, flood-borne silt became a perennial
problem and a floating dredge was used to
clear it. In 1932 the steam-driven dredge was
converted to electric power.
In 1917, the City Engineer, Joseph Richardson,
prepared plans to replace the centre section
of the weir with two flood gates which could
regulate an overflow of two metres and be fully
raised to allow the river to run unimpeded. The
rebuilt weir was reopened on 23 May 1929 [W9].

SLSA B25993

The lake is an
undoubted asset in
the heart of the City
with rowing clubs
along its banks.
The “Popeye” motor
launches were started
in 1935 and a trip
on one is an excellent
way to appreciate the
City’s bridges.
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Adelaide’s Botanic Garden was established in
1854 and included a section of First Creek.
In 1873 the former Police Paddock was added
to create Botanic Park. A carriage drive was
laid out to link Frome and Hackney Roads
and a bridge was built across the creek. It had
substantial stone abutments and the roadway
was supported by laminated timber arches. It
was opened in July 1879. The timber structure
had to be replaced with a concrete deck carried
on five steel beams in mid-1954 [E10].

(Below) The bridge where
the carriage drive crossed
First Creek was supported
by vertically-laminated
timber arches (Bottom)
The deck was replaced in
1954 – the dark bands in
the plinth indicate where
the skewbacks for the
arches were placed

Digital Ink 9004

Director Dr Richard Schomburgk wanted
to start a collection of palms and ordered a
glass house. Designed by Gustav Runge in
Bremen, Germany, the Glass House was
transported to South
Australia in kit form
and then assembled
on site [E13]. When
the iron frame and
glass arrived in 1875,
600 of the 3808 glass
panels were found to

(Above left) The Botanic
Garden Palm House
(Above) Details of the
structure showing a cast
iron column supporting
a cantilever bracket

SLSA B388

Adelaide Botanic Garden
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be broken; the ship owners had
to pay compensation. The Palm
House opened in January 1877.

Adelaide Botanic Garden, Annual Report of the Director, 1873

Its curtain glass walls are similar
in design to those used in modern
city buildings and the structure
was very advanced for its time.
Both cast and wrought iron were
used in the frame with wrought
iron members placed to carry
higher stresses. This sophistication and
Adelaide’s dry climate probably account for the
Palm House’s survival. However, it was closed
in 1986 because corrosion of the iron glazing
bars made it unsafe for public use.

(Above) This drawing of
the Palm House from the
Botanic Garden Director’s
Annual report in 1873
shows the complexity of
the iron frame design

Digital Ink 8762

(Below) The Bicentennial
Conservatory was built
111 years after the Palm
House opened
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A full restoration of the Palm House
commenced in 1992. Repairs to the ironwork
were carried out using authentic wrought
iron salvaged from old Victorian structures
in the United Kingdom and special glass was
treated to make it resemble the original 3mm
sheet glass. To help conserve the Palm House
for future generations, it now only displays
plants which require warm and dry growing
conditions.
The Bicentennial Conservatory [E14] is a modern
companion to the Palm House. Built to
celebrate Australia’s Bicentenary (1988), the
100 metre long structure is the longest single
span conservatory in the southern hemisphere.
The greatest stress it has to withstand is due
to the heating effect of the sun shining on the
2434 toughened glass panes which form the
roof, walls and doors. A unique control system
maintains appropriate climate conditions
inside: they can even make it rain.

SLSA B2114

Suggested walks

North Adelaide

Start: “Light’s Vision”,
Montefiore Hill
Finish: Bridge over First
Creek, Botanic Park

W1
W2
E1 E3

W3
W4

E2
W6

W5

E4
E6

E5
E7

E8
E10

W6:

				

		

Colonel William Light’s statue was moved here from Victoria Square in
1938 and the area was named “Light’s Vision” [p2]
W5: Manning House [p11]
Please note that the Manning House is still in active use
by the Society of Friends as a Meeting House
E8:
Avenue of trees marking the electric tram route to Walkerville [p22]
W4: Bluestone kerbing and guttering, Mills Terrace [p19]
W3: Cast iron hitching posts outside the Daniel O’Connell Hotel [p36]
W1: Service reservoir (supplies Port Adelaide and still in use) [p5]
W2: Former office of the Adelaide & Suburban [horse] Tramway Co,
William Buik Court (now a private home) [p22]
E1:
Cast iron bench mark No 15 [p5-6]
A few doors west along Stanley Street is the
former home of George Fulton whose foundry
produced many of Adelaide’s fine castings
E2:
Former Lion brewery and malthouse [p9]
E3:
Cast iron street name sign [Colley Street] [p36]
E4:
Cast iron strainer posts, made in Liverpool [p36]
E5:
Entrance to O-Bahn guided busway [p24]
E6:
Old and New Hackney bridges [p29-30]
E7:
Site of the SA Company’s flour mill [p7-8]
There is a plaque in the hotel car park adjacent
the river and a pathway leading down to the
bank from where you can admire the bridges
(Above) Decorative cast
E10: Bridge over First Creek; the steel and concrete
iron work at the former
deck replaced a laminated timber bridge [p43]
Go to the Adelaide Zoo to start the next walk home of George Fulton
in North Adelaide near
These four suggested walks form a continuous circuit
benchmark No 15;
which will take you through Adelaide from top to
the fence panels were
bottom. The City Connector is a free bus service
designed by Adelaide
which operates in both directions over two routes.
architect Daniel Garlick
The route and stops are shown on the fold-out map;
a detailed map and timetable are available from the
Adelaide Visitor Information Centre in Rundle Mall.
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Primarily a residential
area, then and now,
North Adelaide was
the home of many
influential citizens and is
characterised by stately
homes with landscaped
grounds.

SLSA B3978

Around the
River

W9

E9
W8

W10
W16
W15

W12
W11

*

E11
E12

E10

W13

Start: Adelaide Zoological Gardens
Finish: Lion Arts Centre, North Terrace
E9:
E11:
E12:
W13:
W12:

W8:
W7:
W9:
W10:

W11:

		

		

		

W16:
W15:

The Albert Bridge [p29]
The Popeye motor launch
The University footbridge [p30]
Cast and fabricated iron fencing (originally in Victoria Square) [p37]
Prefabricated rotunda imported from Glasgow’s Saracen Foundry [p41, 42]
Plaque marking the site of the first bridge [p25]
Walk here before crossing the
Torrens via W8 or after W11
Adelaide Bridge 1931 [p26-27]
Creswell Garden arch (casting
by A C Harley) [p36, 37]
Torrens Weir [p41-42]
Victoria Bridge [p27-28]
This and the Morphett Street
bridge are separate structures
Plaques from the Victoria
Bridge (1872) [p28]
Other plaques are placed at
the road level on the eastern
balustrade by the stairs
Morphett Street Bridge [p28]
Lion Arts Centre [p10]
(former D & J Fowler factory)
The eastern section was
demolished to allow the
construction of the new
Morphett Street bridge
(Above) Today’s prestressed concrete
Note the sloping embankment
bridges replaced the 1872 Victoria Bridge
where a railway line once ran
(top left) and the 1884 steel lattice bridge
under King William Road to
across the railyards; the original Lion
the Jubilee Exhibition Hall
factory building is in the left foreground

*
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The river bisected the
City and crossing it was
to prove a significant
engineering challenge.
The lake which was
created by building the
weir is now an attractive
feature of the City.
Footpaths follow both
banks of the river – but
why not rest your feet
and board “Popeye” at
the Zoo or in Elder Park?

SLSA B2114

Promenades
& Parklands

North Terrace was once
home to warehouses,
factories, and foundries.
Now you’ll find hotels,
shops and public
buildings, and very
few reminders of the
industrial past.
Start: Corner North
and West Terraces

W18
W14
W15

W17

W19

E14
E13

E15
E19

W20

E16 E17
W21
W22
W24
W25 W23 E20
E22
E23

E18
E21
E24

Finish: Adelaide Arcade
Monument marking the start of Light’s survey of the City [p2]
Lion Arts Centre (former D & J Fowler factory) [p10]
Adelaide Railway Station and yards [p21-22]
Old Parliament House (limestone walls and brick quoins) [p11]
1908 Kither’s Building (now covered by aluminium cladding) [p13]
CML building (former 5DN studios and antenna array on roof ) [p34]
Edmund Wright House [p13]
Take particular note of the Jubilee 150 bronze plaques along the northern
footpath of North Terrace; these honour prominent South Australians
Government House limestone wall [p11]
“Adelaide” lamps (1930s) [p16, 17]
Cast iron gateposts by Forwood Down & Co (foundry formerly in
Hindley Street), Clubhouse Lane [p36]
Verco Building (corner Stephens Place); only the facade remains and has
been incorporated into the Myer Centre [p13]
Former G & R Wills warehouse (hydraulic lifts) [p12]
Security House – originally Kelvin House, headquarters of the Adelaide
Electric Supply Company [p17]
Botanic Park entrance gates fabricated by Turner & Allen of London
A few metres to the east, the very tip of cast iron benchmark 11 can be
seen in the footpath near the wall [p43, 5-6]
Palm House [p43-44]
Bicentennial Conservatory [p44]
Goodman Building (former Municipal Tramways Trust headquarters) and
one of the four original bays of the barn or “Car Depot” [p23-24]
Valve House (rebuilt to the original plans in this location in 1982) [p4, 6]
Former Kent Town Brewery and oast house [p9]
Tandanya (former AESCo power station) [p18]
Former AESCo and MTT DC converter stations [p23]
Engineers Australia Historic Engineering Marker
Former Kensington tramline embankment [p22]
Adelaide Arcade – one of the first buildings to be lit with electric light; two
of the original verandah posts are in the centre of the Arcade [p17, 36]

E16:
E17:

		

E18:

		

W23:

		

W19:
W20:
W22:

		

		

W14:
W15:
W17:
W18:
W21:
W24:
W25:

E13:
E14:
E15:
E19:
E21:
E22:
E23:

				

E24:
E20:
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Central to
South Adelaide

In the 19th century,
Adelaide was literally a
hive of industry with all
manner of manufacturing
taking place within its
square mile. Fortunately
for the citizens, almost all
of it was shifted to more
appropriate locations
long ago. Most of the
sites and buildings were
concentrated in the
northern part of the City, closer to the river. This walk will take you further afield
but the free City Connector bus can relieve you of some of the steps.
Start: Grenfell Centre (between Gawler Place and King William Street)
Finish: Corner South and East Terraces

W36:
W39:
W38:
W37:
E27:
E29:
E30:
E31:
E32:
E33:
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W34:
W32:
W35:

		

E26:
E25:
W31:
W33:

Grenfell Centre (first City building over 100 metres tall) [p14]
McHenry Street (site where first automobile was built) [p35]
T&G Building (first building to reach 132 foot height limit) [p13]
Westpac House (Adelaide’s tallest building) [p14]
Former Aerated Bread Company – original chimney and cast iron
downpipe by A C Harley can be seen in Cannon Street [p10, 36]
Former Adelaide Brewery, best seen from Hyde Street [p9]
Former Freemasons Tavern, early gas lighting plant [p15]
Electra House (former overseas telegraph office) [p13, 32]
Adelaide General Post Office [p32]
Historic Engineering Marker: The Overland Telegraph
Adina Hotel – includes part of the 1839 Treasury building [p12]
Former Central Telephone Exchange [p33]
Beacon House – first post-war skyscraper with steel frame and glass
curtain wall structure [p14]
Former Marine & Harbors building – the front section was shifted north
along rails to its present position in 1979 [p14]
Former Waltons factory – first commercial electric baking oven [p10]
Law Courts – former store (reinforced concrete building, 1916) [p13]
Cast iron benchmark 9, near the statue of Charles Cameron Kingston [p5-6]
Former Menz biscuit and confectionery factory, one of its seven boiler or
oven chimneys can still be seen behind the building [p10]
Destructor and disinfector station, Halifax Street [p40]
(also site of former brewery, bakery and flour mill) [p8]
Southcott engineering works site, Gilles Street [p38]
Glenelg Service Reservoir site (the earth mound indicates the size of the
structure, about two-thirds of which was below ground-level) [p6]
Cast iron benchmark 10 [p5-6]
Sections of the original wrought iron reservoir fence [p6]
		

W28:
W29:
W27:
W26:
W30:
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AAdelaide’s
City
Finding

WEST SECTION
[E14] Indicates sites which are numbered in
Service reservoir
5
West and East sections (please note th
William Buik Court
22
“Former” – use has changed; “site” –
(former tramways office)
2
Indicates page on which the site, arte
W3 Cast iron hitching posts 36
Indicates site is or artefact is on priva
Each
the ten
sections in this booklet describes a
W4 Mills
Tce of
– historic
homes
different
aspect
and
bluestone
kerbingof the
19part engineers and engineering
played
of the City. Starting with
W5 have
Manning
housein the development
11
the
basic
needs of the first settlers – water, food, shelter,
(Society
of Friends)
and light
and
heat – the
W6 Colonel
Light
statue
2 sections go on to describe the
development
infrastructure
such as bridges and road
W7 Creswell
Gardenof
arch
36, 37
networks,
public transport,
communication systems,
W8 The
Adelaide Bridge
26-27
W9 public
Torrenshealth
Weir measures
41, 42such as deep drainage, and finally
recreational
W10 The Victoria Bridge
27 assets such as
the
W11 Original bridge plaques
28Torrens Lake.
W1
W2

Plan your own walking tour of
Adelaide’s engineering
heritage
ge

(river level footpath)
Many of these works are lost to history but some remain –
First City Bridge plaque 25
most are buildings but there are scraps of fabric from the
W13 Elder Park rotunda
41
early days such as iron castings which you’ll sometimes
W14 Light survey memorial
2
find in streets or on buildings.
Where there is a remnant or
W15 building,
Lion Arts Centre
10
a numbered block like this [E14] has been placed
Fowler
factory)
in(former
the text.
You’ll
find the corresponding block on the main
W16 Morphett Street bridgemap
28over the page.
W17 Adelaide Railway Station 21
W18 To
Oldguide
Parliament
11 have grouped the sites into four
yourHouse
stroll, we
W19 Government
wall
11 can be linked together to really
suggestedHouse
walks.
They
legs
– or 16
you can use the City Connector or
W20 stretch
“Adelaide”your
lamps
(1930s)
City
Loop bus. These
W21 99C
Kithers
building
13 free services circulate around
enables you
W22 the
Castcity
iron and
gate post
36 to pick up the sections of these
walksBuilding
that interest you.
W23 Verco
13 The tram is also free in the city.
W12

CML building
34
Many of the buildings in
(former 5DN studios)
this booklet are included
W25 Edmund Wright House 13
W26 Westpac House
14 in Adelaide City Council’s
(Adelaide’s tallest building)
City of Great Buildings list,
W27 T&G Building
13 comprising the City’s best
W28 Grenfell Centre
14 architecture as submitted
and voted by the public.
W29 McHenry St
35
From landmark heritage
(Lewis factory site)
W30 Aerated Bread Company 10 churches to early dwellings,
Cast iron downpipe
36 and contemporary university
buildings to intricate
W31 Electra House
13, 32
glasshouses, this list truly
W32 Former Central Telephone
Exchange
33 has something for everyone!
W33 Adelaide
GPO **
32
www.adelaidecitycouncil.com/great-buildings
W34 Adina Hotel (incorporates
old Treasury building) 11-12
This booklet has been devised
by Engineering Heritage SA.
W35 Beacon House (MLC)
14
We are a special interest group whose purpose is to
W36 Former Marine & Harbors
identify,
preserve, and promote South
building record, recognise,
14
Australia’s engineering, industrial, and technological
W37 Cast iron benchmark 9 5-6
heritage. If you have an enquiry
or information
about
The free
City Connector
bus service operates
W38 Former Moores store
13
98A/98C
operatesus.
7 days a week and 99A/9
heritage, please
contact
(reinforcedengineering
concrete building)
timetable at the Adelaide Visitor Informatio
saheritage@engineersaustralia.org.au
W39 Former Waltons
factory 10
The tram along King William Street and Nort
				

W24
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Finding Adelaide’s Engineering Heritage
WEST SECTION
Service reservoir
5
W2 William Buik Court
22
(former tramways office)
W3 Cast iron hitching posts 36
W4 Mills Tce – historic homes
and bluestone kerbing
19
W5 Manning house
11
(Society of Friends)
W6 Colonel Light statue
2
W7 Creswell Garden arch 36, 37
W8 The Adelaide Bridge 26-27
W9 Torrens Weir
41, 42
W10 The Victoria Bridge
27
W11 Original bridge plaques
28
(river level footpath)
W12 First City Bridge plaque 25
W13 Elder Park rotunda
41
W14 Light survey memorial
2
W15 Lion Arts Centre
10
(former Fowler factory)
W16 Morphett Street bridge
28
W17 Adelaide Railway Station 21
W18 Old Parliament House
11
W19 Government House wall 11
W20 “Adelaide” lamps (1930s) 16
W21 Kithers building
13
W22 Cast iron gate post
36
W23 Verco Building
13
W24 CML building
34
(former 5DN studios)
W25 Edmund Wright House 13
W26 Westpac House
14
(Adelaide’s tallest building)
W27 T&G Building
13
W28 Grenfell Centre
14
W29 McHenry St
35
(Lewis factory site)
W30 Aerated Bread Company 10
Cast iron downpipe
36
W31 Electra House
13, 32
W32 Former Central Telephone
Exchange
33
W33 Adelaide GPO **
32
W34 Adina Hotel (incorporates
old Treasury building) 11-12
W35 Beacon House (MLC)
14
W36 Former Marine & Harbors
building
14
W37 Cast iron benchmark 9 5-6
W38 Former Moores store
13
(reinforced concrete building)
W39 Former Waltons factory 10
W1

[E14]

2

Indicates sites which are numbered in the order in which they appear on this map in
West and East sections (please note that not all streets are shown or named)
“Former” – use has changed; “site” – original building demolished
Indicates page on which the site, artefact, or process (eg, casting) is discussed
Indicates site is or artefact is on private property – please respect the owner’s privacy

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10
E11
E12
E13
E14
E15

E16
E17
E18
E19
E20
E21
E22

E23
E24
E25
E26
E27
E28
E29

E30
E31
E32
E33

The free City Connector bus service operates in both directions (A or C) at 30 minute intervals.
98A/98C operates 7 days a week and 99A/99C operates on weekdays only. Pick up a map and
timetable at the Adelaide Visitor Information Centre or visit www.cityofadelaide.com.au.
The tram along King William Street and North Terrace can also be used at no charge for city trips.

EAST SECTION
Cast iron benchmark 15 5-6
Old Lion apartments
9
(former Lion brewery)
Cast iron street sign
36
(Colley Street)
Cast iron strainer posts 36
O-bahn busway entrance 24
The Hackney bridges 29-30
SA Company Mill site 7-8
Tram route to Walkerville 22
Albert Bridge
29
First Creek bridge
43
University footbridge
30
Cast iron fence panels
37
Palm House
43-44
Bicentennial Conservatory 44
Goodman building
23-24
(former MTT offices)
and tram barn
G&R Wills warehouse
12
Security House
17
(AESCo’s Kelvin House)
Cast iron benchmark 11 5-6
Botanic Park iron gates 43
Former Valve House
4, 6
Adelaide Arcade
17
Cast iron posts inside
36
Kent Town Brewery site
9
Tandanya, National
Aboriginal Cultural Institute
(former power station**) 18
Former AESCo and MTT
converter stations**
23
Tramline embankment
22
Former Freemasons Tavern
(early gas plant site)
15
Former Adelaide Brewery 9
Former Menz factory
10
Cast iron benchmark 17 5-6
(cnr Fullarton Road)
The Greek on Halifax
Destructor station site 8, 40
(former mill and brewery)
Southcott factory site
38
Service reservoir site
5-6
Cast iron bench mark 10 6
Adelaide Croquet Club
(wrought iron fencing)
6

** Engineers Australia
Historic Engineering Marker

Engineering A City

(Clockwise from top left) Adelaide’s first water
supply was ensured by this weir upstream on the
River Torrens • Wheat grown on the Adelaide Plains
was turned into flour in this mill at Hackney • From
the 1860s, the City’s streets were lit with gas • Early
experiments in wireless telegraphy were carried out
at the Adelaide Observatory on West Terrace • The
Grenfell Street saddlery and coach building business
of Holden & Frost was the forerunner of today’s
General Motors-Holden • A horse tram travels along
King William Road under the electric lights and
tram wires of a new century (the 20th)
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